From: Robin Schulz
Sent: Sunday, 24 April 2022 12:27 pm
To: Tomlinson, Ann

Subject: RE: Feedback on Draft Annual Plan 2022/23 / 494
Hi Ann
Thank you for facilitating the inclusion of our submission into the Annual Plan process.
I attach the submission including attachments.
Can you ensure that these are included in the information provided to all Councillors.
Can you confirm by email that the submission is received and is included in the 2022 AP process.
I confirm we wish to be heard at the formal submission stage.
Look forward to your confirmation
Many thanks
Robin Schulz

From:
Sent: Monday, April 25, 2022 11:35 PM
To: info@ccc.govt.nz,
Subject: Submission on Opawaho Lower Heathcote River Guidance Plan
Hi there,
I was not aware of this consultation until the day after it closed and never received any
notification in our letterbox. I have been advised to submit a late submission. Please find my
submission below. Please let me know if you need anything else.
Thank you for developing this river guidance. I support the whole approach. This river is
important to my family and I. We have lived along the Opawaho for six generations, since
settling in New Zealand in the 1800s. I am really pleased to see in the plan the
projects to improve the visibility of Te Ao Māori in the area, including the Opawaho pa site. I
strongly support working with Ngai Tuahuriri on that. It is very sad when I tell my
children about how their great-great-great grandfather came to NZ and he lived in this area
and the Māori, who were here already, offered him manaakitanga/hospitality and then I
have to explain how there is nothing Māori around to show for that. I cannot change
the past, but it is important to me that we restore and reflect the role of Māori in this area.
I also support restoration of a more natural environment for the river, improving the use of
the river for
people and also increasing the prevalence of birds, fish and eels. We love walking along the
river and standing on the bridge looking at the birds and the eels. There are eels that live at
the end of Mackenzie Ave, where the storm water connects to the river.
I would like for those eels to be protected somehow while any work is done to improve the
amenity of the area. Even if that means moving them and then returning them later. The
same with the birds. In particular the pukeko who live near the Opawa Bridge. We
enjoy seeing them raise their families every year and this was definitely impacted when the
work was being done on the rail bridge.
I am also more than happy to see the grass get long or overgrown if that is the best
approach to supporting
the restoration of a better environment. It doesn't bother me to look at weeds if I know the
reason for it. The signage about that was useful, explaining that it supports whitebait. My
grandfather spent many years whitebaiting along the river and I would love
to have the confidence to do so again. At the moment I am not confident that the water is
good enough, or that there are enough fish to take the whitebait.
I shared the plan with my 11-year-old daughter and she is excited, especially about the
Opawaho historic
pa site work. My daughter is happy for any construction to occur 'as long as I can still bike to
school while they are doing it'. She attends
and we live on Mackenzie Ave. Her best
friend also lives on Opawa Road. When the rail bridge was under
construction it meant we had to drive both our children to school due to lack of access for
around a year. The access was not consistent and we could not rely on it. This affected their

sense of independence at the time. When
this work begins can you please ensure that there is still consistent, clear cycling and
pedestrian access on at least one side of the river enabled so that children can get to school
and/or friends and return home in a timely and safe way. Maybe it means
going across the bridge at the end of Mackenzie Ave and up the other side. If so, please do
not do the Mackenzie Ave bridge work at the same time as work near Opawa Bridge or the
rail bridge.
Thank you
Clare Pattison
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Our Draft Annual Plan 2022/23
Submission form

We’d like your feedback on the Draft Annual Plan 2022/23. Written submissions can be made from
Friday 11 March 2022 until 11.59pm on Monday 18 April 2022. There are a number of ways you can

give feedback:

Written feedback

Wantto talk to us in person?

Written submissions can be made from Friday 11 March
2022 until 11.59pm on Monday 18 April 2022.

Please let us knowif you'dlike us to attend your community
meeting or event. Or call us directly if you have any questions:

Fillout our online submission form at

ccc.govt.nz/haveyoursay
This is your quickest and easiest option.
®

Fillout this submission form and send to:
Freepost 178 (no stamp required)
Draft Annual Plan submissions
Christchurch City Council
PO Box 73017

Christchurch 8154
©

@__

Ordeliver to any ofour libraries or service
centres,or to the Te HonongaCivic Offices at
53 Hereford Street.
Email your feedback to eceplan@ccc.govt.nz

You needto include your full name, postal address,
postcode and email address on your submission. If you
wish to speak to your submissionat the public hearings,
please also provide a daytime phone number.
If you are completing your submission on behalf of a group
or organisation, you need to include your organisation’s
name, your role in the organisation and the number of

people your organisation represents.

Social media
Informal feedback, which is not counted as a submission,
can be made in the following ways:
£

wW

Go to our Facebook page facebook.com/
ChristchurchCityCouncil and include
#cccplan in your post.
Tweetus your feedback using #eceplan

ccc.govt.nz/haveyoursay

Ann Tomlinson, Senior Engagement Advisor
Phone: 03 941 8717
ann.tomlinson@ccc.govt.nz

Be heard in person
Depending on COVID-19 alert levels, your local community
board memberswill do their best to be out and about in your
area during the time we’re consulting on the Draft Annual
Plan. If you'dlike to talk directly with a councillor
or community board member about the Draft Annual Plan,
get in touch: ccc.govt.nz/community-boards/
Alternatively, you can give us a call on (03) 941 8999, provide
your details and a good time for us to call, and one of our
managerswill be in touch.

Hearings

.

Public hearings and oral submissions will be held in May 2022
(specific hearings dates to be confirmed).

Submissionsare public information
Subject to the provisions of the Local Government Official
Information and Meetings Act 1987, we will makeall
submissions publicly available, including all contact
details you provide on your submission. If you

consider there are reasons why your contact
details and/or submission should be kept
confidential, please contact us by phoning
(03) 941 8999 or 0800 800 169.

Te Mahere Rautaki a tau
Our Draft Annual Plan 2022/23
submission form
«K

Your details:
Full name Chewy Rag “Touonless

If you are responding on behalfof a recognised organisation please provide:
Organisation name
Your role
Numberof people your organisation represents

Hearingswill be held in May(specific dates are to be confirmed).
Would you like to speak to the Council about your submission? Oo No

Yes

If yes, please provide a daytime phone numberso we can arrange a speakingtime with you:

Questions to think about when making your submission
Whatdo you think of our proposed averageresidential rates increase of 4.86%and 4.96%acrossall
ratepayers (whichis lower than the 4.97%signalled in the Long Term Plan 2021-31)?

Do you have any commentsabout our proposed changes to revenue, spending and borrowing?

We’re proposing some changesto our Revenue andFinancing and Rates Remissionpolicies - do you have
any comments?

We're also proposing some changesto ratesas part of separate consultations:
« Wheelie bin kerbside collection area changes and ‘opt out’ arrangements

« Anew general rate differential for vacant centralcity land
» Anew Policy on Remission and Postponementof Rates on Maori Freehold Land
You can find out more about them here: ccc.govt.nz/haveyoursay

Do you have any comments on our proposed changesto fees and charges?

3x

Do you have any comments aboutour capital programme (for example, our roads and footpaths, our
water, wastewater, surface water and waterways,our facilities and our parks)?
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Thankyou for your submission
Please put this submission form in an envelopeand send it to:
Freepost 178 (no stamp required)
Draft Annual Plan submissions
Christchurch City Council
PO Box 73017

Christchurch 8154
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Our Draft Annual Plan 2022/23
Submission form

We'd like your feedback on the Draft Annual Plan 2022/23. Written submissions can be made from

Friday 11 March 2022 until 11.59pm on Monday18 April 2022. There are a number of ways you can
give feedback:

Written feedback

Wantto talk to us in person?

Written submissions can be made from Friday 11 March
2022 until 11.59pm on Monday18 April 2022.

Please let us knowif you'd like us to attend your community
meeting or event. Or call us directly if you have any questions:
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Fillout our online submission form at

ccc.govt.nz/haveyoursay
This is your quickest and easiest option.
Fillout this submission form and send to:
Freepost 178 (no stamp required)
Draft Annual Plan submissions
Christchurch City Council
PO Box 73017

Christchurch 8154
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Or deliver to any of our libraries or service
centres, or to the Te Hononga Civic Offices at

53 Hereford Street.
@__

Email your feedback to ceeplan@ccc.govt.nz

You needto include your full name, postal address,
postcode and email address on your submission. If you
wish to speak to your submissionat the public hearings,
please also provide a daytime phone number.
If you are completing your submission on behalf of a group
or organisation, you need to include your organisation’s
name, your role in the organisation and the number of

people your organisation represents.

Social media
Informal feedback, which is not counted as a submission,
can be made in the following ways:
£

Goto our Facebook page facebook.com/
ChristchurchCityCouncil and include

#cccplan in your post.
Ww

Tweet us your feedback using #eccplan

ccc.govt.nz/haveyoursay

Ann Tomlinson, Senior Engagement Advisor
Phone: 03 941 8717

ann.tomlinson@ccc.govt.nz

Be heard in person
Depending on COVID-19 alert levels, your local community
board memberswill do their best to be out and about in your
area during the time we’re consulting on the Draft Annual
Plan. If you’d like to talk directly with a councillor
or community board member about the Draft Annual Plan,
get in touch: cce.govt.nz/community-boards/
Alternatively, you can give us a call on (03) 941 8999, provide
your details and a goodtime for us to call, and one of our
managerswill be in touch.

Hearings
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Public hearings and oral submissions will be held in May 2022
(specific hearings dates to be confirmed).

Submissions are public information
Subject to the provisions of the Local Government Official
Information and MeetingsAct 1987, we will makeall
submissions publicly available, including all contact
details you provide on your submission. If you
consider there are reasons why your contact
details and/or submission should be kept
confidential, please contact us by phoning
(03) 941 8999 or 0800 800 169.
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Questionsto think about when making your submission
Whatdo you think of our proposed averageresidential rates increase of 4.86% and 4.96%acrossall
ratepayers (which is lower than the 4.97% signalled in the Long Term Plan 2021-31)?

We’re proposing some changesto our Revenue and Financing and Rates Remission policies - do you have
any comments?

We’re also proposing some changestoratesas part of separate consultations:
« Wheelie bin kerbside collection area changes and ‘opt out’ arrangements

+ Anew general rate differential for vacant central city land

+ AnewPolicy on Remission and Postponementof Rates on Maori Freehold Land
You can find out more about them here: ccc.govt.nz/haveyoursay

Do you have any comments on our proposed changesto fees and charges?

Do you have any comments about our capital programme(for example, our roads and footpaths, our
water, wastewater, surface water and waterways, our facilities and our parks)?
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Thankyoufor your submission
Please put this submission form in an envelope and send it to:
Freepost 178 (no stamp required)
Draft Annual Plan submissions
Christchurch City Council
PO Box 73017

Christchurch 8154
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Downey, Jo
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

CCC Plan
Thursday, 5 May 2022 10:02 am
CCC Plan
FW: Inclusive Performance Academy THEATRE!

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Fiona McKenzie
Date: Tue, 19 Apr 2022, 4:59 pm
Subject: Inclusive Performance Academy THEATRE!
To: Fiona McKenzie <

Kia Ora Team,
I do hope you had a relaxing and happy Easter.
Please find attached a proposal and plan I have submitted to the Council in the wake of their decision to
NOT sell land in the Arts Precinct to Wilsons for a car park.
There’s a perfect piece of land now right in the heart of the city’s Arts precinct available for something elseand I think that should be US!
Some of you have heard me banging on about this before and the students may have told you about this
idea.
For your own information, please see attached for what we’re thinking.
It would be really wonderful if anyone who shares this vision could help us make it a reality. I’m not sure
exactly HOW - but you have to start these things somehow!!
I’m very open to ideas on what to do next? Other ideas? Any feedback would be appreciated. Especially
around submitting etc! I got lost on the Council website and may have been
too late to submit. I have e mailed it to a couple of people I’ve submitted to in the past, but don’t know it’s
even going to get to where it should….
Thanks all - I truly think this would be a wonderful space to have for us all to truly have that creative hub
and home we need.
Thanks
Fiona

1

The Inclusive Performance Academy is trying desperately to expand in response to overwhelming
demand and need for viable opportunities in the visual and performing arts for people with
disabilities.
For the past two years we have been operating two weekly (3 hour) classes from the Hohepa Hall.
Our twice yearly shows have been sold out successes at both the Hohepa Hall and The Piano.
We also produce films projects and have appeared on The Project (twice!) live on “What Now” and
live in other performance venues and displays around Christchurch.
There is a wait list for students. We know dance teachers, art teachers and therapists, music teachers
and therapists, up-cyclers, craftspeople and people just waiting for the Academy to find a
permanent, dedicated space that's truly ours to inhabit full time.
There are simply not enough opportunities for meaningful engagement with the arts for people with
disabilities and likewise not enough accessible, reliable and affordable existing spaces available
to hire. We need our own home.
So – in response to this need, our technical support friend has devised the attached plan.
A TotalSpan Inclusive Performance Shed!
Erected without fuss, and easily converted to accommodate a FULLY ACCESSIBLE stage, seating
for 200 (cleverly stored under the stage so the main auditorium can operate as a studio between
performances)
In addition there are green rooms, rehearsal spaces, smaller therapy rooms, toilets, a waiting room
(for parents, support workers and drivers) and – super-fantastic – even a cafe and shop, where
otherwise marginalized people can work and sell their amazing creations.
Please see the attached proof of concept plans.
Having a truly accessible, affordable, dedicated space to house all this is absolutely critical. Having
it in the centre of the city's Arts precinct is not only REAL inclusivity in action, but also a way to
ensure the vibrancy of the precinct all day every day, not just in traditional performance times
(evenings)

Disability does not discriminate. Nearly 25% of the our population is disabled, neuro-divergent,
medically fragile or subject to other barriers to inclusion in usual community activities.
And we are from all backgrounds and walks of life. Students, friends and supporters from all
backgrounds who share a passion for music, dance, singing, acting, speech, arts and crafts; – every
aspect of the performing and creative arts – and who seek engagement with audiences.
Our shows sell out, our classes are full. Demand for what we do is undeniable from performers,
practitioners and audiences. Everybody wants more.
In addition we hope other community theatre, dance, arts and performance groups would seek to
use the space; bringing more classes ,vibrancy and people into the Arts Precinct.
Being able to share the space with a wide variety of existing groups, even as we seek to increase
opportunities for more marginalized artists – is truly inclusive and works best when people want to
come and join US, rather than us trying to fit with other venues and around other groups.
This is a big bold vision but is without risk.
People have budgets and will pay for classes. The Academy can pay its way – but lacks the capital
to start. It will be an assured success and prove Otautahi Christchurch takes accessibility and
inclusion seriously and values our disabled population.
You want life in the inner city? An Inclusive Performance Theatre guarantees it!
Please – give us the chance to gather our variety of supporters, parents, friends and stakeholders to
design the most viable and efficient way forward, which gives our disabled population a genuine
hub from which to learn, devise and share their skills with the enthusiastic audiences of
Christchurch.
The space available is 1500 sqm, our building is 1200 sqm so theres some parking room for us
(critical with disability vehicles)
Our building design has 2 m wide corridors, 2 m wide ramps, seating options for all Covid
levels/lights, bifold walls and the flexibility required to serves as both studio space and performance
venue. A TotalSpan building of this size is $70-90K.
The fit out could be done reasonably cheaply but could also take advantage of the Court Theatre's
expected surplus from their current venue (The Shed) when they move to their brand new theatre.
The added potential of genuine employment for our community, not only in running The Academy,
but in our cafe and shop, is hugely enabling, important and exciting. Everyone wins.
Here's our Facebook page and our You Tube channel so you can get a sense of who we are.
https://www.facebook.com/CIPAACADEMY
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC3zfOXutcSdrvtKrqTNQ9mg?view_as=subscriber
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Our Draft Annual Plan 2022/23
Submission form

We’d like your feedback on the Draft Annual Plan 2022/23. Written submissions can be made from
Friday 11 March 2022 until 11.59pm on Monday18 April 2022. There are a number of ways you can

give feedback:

Written feedback

Want to talk to us in person?

Written submissions can be made from Friday 11 March
2022 until 11.59pm on Monday 18 April 2022.

Please let us know if you'd like us to attend your community
meeting or event. Or call us directly if you have any questions:

ty

Fill out our online submission form at
ccc.govt.nz/haveyoursay
This is yourquickest and easiest option.

&

Fill out this submission form and send to:
Freepost 178 (no stamp required)
Draft Annual Plan submissions
Christchurch City Council

centres, or to the Te HonongaCivic Offices at
Email your feedback to eccplan@ccc.govt.nz

Alternatively, you can give us a call on (03) 941 8999, provide
your details and a good time for us to call, and one of our

Christchurch 8154
Or deliver to any of our libraries or service
53 Hereford Street.
@

You needto include your full name, postal address,
postcode and email address on your submission. If you
wish to speak to your submission at the public hearings,
please also provide a daytime phone number.
If you are completing your submission on behalf of a group
or organisation, you need to include your organisation’s
name, your role in the organisation and the number of
people your organisation represents.

Social media
Informal feedback, which is not counted as a submission,

can be made in the following ways:

Go to our Facebook page facebook.com/
ChristchurchCityCouncil and include
#cccplan in your post.
Ww

Be heard in person
Depending on COVID-19 alert levels, your local community
board memberswill do their best to be out and about in your
area during the time we’re consulting on the Draft Annual
Plan. If you'd like to talk directly with a councillor
or community board member about the Draft Annual Plan,
get in touch: ccc.govt.nz/community-boards/

PO Box 73017
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Ann Tomlinson, Senior Engagement Advisor
Phone: 03 941 8717
ann.tomlinson@ccc.govt.nz

managers will be in touch.

Hearings
Public hearings and oral submissions will be held in May 2022
(specific hearings dates to be confirmed).

Submissions are public information
Subject to the provisions of the Local Government Official
Information and Meetings Act 1987, we will makeall
submissions publicly available, including all contact
details you provide on your submission. If you
consider there are reasons whyyour contact
details and/or submission should be kept
confidential, please contact us by phoning
(03) 941 8999 or 0800 800 169.

Tweetus your feedback using #cccplan
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Downey, Jo
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Thursday, 19 May 2022 2:01 pm
CCC Plan
Submission for road safety and riparian strip on Avonside drive

Kia Ora,
Today I would like to resubmit a request previously made in 2020.

Safety measures to be put in place for Avonside drive between
Woodham Road and Wainoni road.
Request for speed reduction and margin barriers / riparian strip
1.

Safety for the public.

The section of road in question is frequently used by dangerous drivers. Reason why dangerous drivers
take advantage of Avonside drive is because it is a back vein and has less traffic than the more commonly
used route being Woodham Road. The drivers that speed and take advantage this route are a safety
hazard for all who use this area. Although the amount of speeding motorists is a small percentage of road
users that use this route, the speed limits that have been witnessed on occasion exceed 100km/hr in a
residential area of 50km/hr where there are many people and wildlife. This area is commonly used by
locals of Richmond, Linwood and Avonside, families and children, pedestrians, cyclist, students from many
learning institutions along with outdoor enthusiasts who cycle to and from the local rowing/ kayaking
facilities.
CCC's assessment of this previous suggested speed reduction for Avonside drive concluded that it did not
have a significant amount of traffic violations to implement speed restrictions and that funding was
unavailable at the time. Richmond community and Linwood college shared concerns that safety measures
be taken before fatality's becomes a reality. Taking the precautionary steps to implement safety will
reduce the threat levels of road hazards in this area.

2.

Protection of wildlife.

The green spine/ Avon river corridor plan.
.
As mentioned in the 2019 green spine proposal.
"An up-and-coming project to emphasises a restored natural environment"
"strengthened connection between people, the river and the land".
"for Christchurch to demonstrate innovative environmental leadership."
"significantly improve our city’s natural environment."
" This Plan lays the foundation to achieve aspirational environmental goals"
" It allows communities, investors, and the wider public to begin planning for the future, while being
flexible and inviting of new ideas in an ever-changing world"
It is practical, flexible and, over time, achievable".
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"Regeneration of the Ōtākaro Avon River Corridor provides a place for trying new things, learning and
sharing our knowledge with the rest of New Zealand and exporting our innovations internationally. "
Sue Sheldon CNZM
Chair, Regenerate Christchurch March 2019
Considerations for planning the green spine / Avon river corridor plan

A scenic drive through natural habitat.
In order to protect native and endangered wildlife we need to consider that many of our native species
reside in natural habitat areas which human townships and cities infringe upon. The New Zealand
government, Local/regional governments and conservation entities need to address a number of issues
that contribute to decline rates of our native and endangered flora and fauna. Wellington has already
begun to work on protection measures when many of the native birds such as the woodpigeon (kererū)
were flying into glass structures, the property management spent thousands to install sticker decals on
their glass structure.
Kaikoura have also had some progress such as working with a local businesses. They negotiated the
dimming of night lighting which was having a negative effect on marine bird species navigation system
causing them to crash off course from their normal flight patterns. These small altercations with planning
cement protection and enhance environmental goals. Wildlife protection is not yet been a huge part of
our infrastructure such as roading and development, in fact it can be seen quite the opposite with
frequent acts of ecocide committed around the country. At this very minute a Gigantic floating carpark
that is being built on a threatened species habitat. The local Council had given consent for developers to
build a massive floating car park on a little blue penguin (Kororā) nesting site. This same council also
relocated a red billed gull colony (Tārapunga) to make way for the Americas cup, this was made out be a
huge success story yet this same council allowed Kororā (nationally has less population then the
tārapunga) have their home built upon without an adequate wildlife plan. The initial wildlife plan to
relocate the Kororā was to secure the animal, mark the animal by writing an identification number with a
twink pen, take down to the end of the rock wall and release into the marina. There has been pressure
from local Kaitiaki (Protectors). It has taken an entire year since destruction of this rock wall has
commenced for the developer to employ contracted wildlife handlers to placing wooden boxes
underneath a busy side walk. This recent step to assist the kororā appears to be a box to tick as the
expectancy of korora to use a wooden box placed up by an area where there is much disturbance shows
that consideration has been poorly managed and contracted wildlife handlers are not working for
conservation but to assist development of the destruction to a declining species natural habitat. Not only
do our people struggle with homelessness but also our native wildlife that are a declining species are
having their homes destroyed and being put out into the cold. It is appalling that this council in question
nor Doc have not taken effective safety measures with wildlife planning. Recent amendments in the
wildlife act are taking advantage and directly neglecting the conservation of our treasured species. Doc
had stated that the Kororā are a hardy bird and they should be ok. The opposite has been documented as
local native wildlife rescue has had to rehabilitate many little kororā that have injuries or lack of safety not
having a home to keep warm. They struggled to cope not understanding what is happening and not
knowing what to do when they come back to their borrows only to find them gone.
Various other operations such as mining and relocating endangered giant snails that are only found in a
habitat were a mining company was granted consent to excavate. When hundreds of these ancient one-ofa-kind phylum molluscs were put into a fridge, wildlife planning went terribly wrong as costs of looking
after such a unique species went into the millions. This risk of putting toanga into a fridge showed its value
when hundreds of these endangered specimens were killed after the fridge malfunctioned . There simply
was no back up plan therefore safety was not in place.
https://interactives.stuff.co.nz/2018/10/what-happened-here/
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Locally we have had a private property developer linger with neglected properties resulting in
contaminated water becoming a biohazard for wildlife in the area.
https://www.stuff.co.nz/the-press/news/115522756/owners-could-be-forced-by-city-council-to-clean-upderelict-city-centre-buildings?rm=a
Although the success of the Christchurch city black-billed gull (tārapuka) and tarapunga colony was
celebrated in news reports, the true nature of animal neglect was not seen but rather skewed to make it
appear that population increase was a success.
Life rafts were put into the water within this site to help this colony's offspring from drowning in the
contamination below. Some of fledged gulls began to fall sick and died withing the water on this site. After
extracting a number dead animal corpses from the highly toxic water Doc were contacted and asked if
they were able to assist with disposal of a potential biohazard and a direct risk for the two gull species that
are both classed as threatened. The reply by doc phone staff was to put the rotting bodies back into the
contaminated water and "everything had to be done scientifically". When asked if the water on this site
would be tested the response by doc staff was " no, that it was too polluted ". more fledged gulls began to
show up outside the boundry of Mr Carters property. Many that became weak unable to fly were taken to
Avian vets. The symptoms ranged from dysentery, weak and underweight , respiratory, deformities, eye
infection and disorientation. One fledged tārapunga had to have its eye removed as it had an infection
behind its eyeball. Native wildlife rehabilitators had assessed many of the early symptoms of sick
fledglings that had flown outside of the property to be botulism. Rotting corpses of the deceased gull
chicks, fledgelings juveniles' adults and mallard ducks that had drowned or died in the already Algie ridden
contaminated water were beginning to accumulate. Along with all the hot weather bacteria levels were at
high proportions. No scientific study was done regarding the removal of dead animals and even though
the rotting bodies were driving up bacteria levels. No animal corpses within the water were removed by
doc nor any other organisation. Removal was possible by not entering the site and disturbing the gulls. Doc
was notified of Some of the gulls that had died on the outer parameter of the fence in public areas. Many
of the deceased gulls that had died in public areas were not removed by doc staff even when a doc
employee who was monitoring the colony was notified on site while. All dead animals were disposed of
independently by burying the bodies deep. With the understanding that doc had taken judication over the
site and CCC nor doc not having the resources to reduce the biohazard from becoming worse than it had
already become, action was taken independently with Over 90 animal bodies that were extracted from the
water to reduce bacteria levels for an already highly contaminated body of water.
This is a huge percentage of fatalities as nest counts of both species combined were approximately 300
nests with on average 1- 2 chicks per nest. Although the site was safe from predators the overall nesting
site was a death pit for many of the chicks that fell in water. Starvation was at level that chicks were seen
scavenging on rotting corpses and one of the juvenile ducklings was seen swallowing a rotting gull corpse
whole. Some of the gulls fell down in areas unnoticed where they could not escape and literarily starved to
death. Mallards can usually manage in very mucky environments. Out of the 10-mallard duckling that were
reared by their mother within this property all 9 became sick and died with only one mallard surviving till
fledged. The overall health of the colony was not documented apart from media reports claiming that
breeding was a huge success and doc stating that " it is not the best situation for the gulls to be in" but
also with the mention of tārapuka colonies usually get taken out by floods and in the same breath in media
reports claiming that this colony was pumping out the numbers . Many of fledged / juvenile gulls died on
the outside of the boundry in public areas. A hand full were found run over by vehicles in a 30km/ph zone,
an E scooter was thrown directly onto one of the main platforms where many tarapuka chicks were
situated. People were seen throwing objects at the gulls with intent to injure and in some encounters gulls
were killed or injured by people, Gulls that were seriously had to be euthanised due to docs policy with the
wildlife rehabilitators being that they are not allowed to amputate and to focus on the healthy. I was even
told by one of the doc staff to not save anymore gulls near the end of the season as all the healthy gulls
had fledged so the sick were left to die, even construction workers who were employed by the property
owner were seen throwing objects into the colony during the second nesting season. Doc was asked if
there was a wildlife plan for this site which their reply was "there is no wildlife plan".
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The property developer was advised by DoC to put nets over the site after the first nesting season. Excuses
were made and no action was taken which left the site open for the gulls to commence another annual
breeding cycle. At the very last minute when nests were well on their way at being established Doc took
action and asked the property owner to drain the site. The prev nesting season DoC was worried about the
sediment below not know how it would affect the gulls. This time around the decision was made to reduce
fatalities by draining the site as the death rate was high prev year due to drownings and to take the risk of
exposing the sediment.
After the site was drained many of the tārapuka and some of the tārapunga began to build nests on the
basement floor. When the water began to refill in the basement Doc and the property developer were
both notified as a number of gull nests were at risk of being compromised by rising water levels. Doc spoke
with property developer and developer claimed it was too costly to get the diesel-powered pump running,
costing 2k each time they had to call out contractors. I offered to pay for the costs of getting the drain
pump maintained which was denied. Having to leave town to attend my grandfather's funeral right before
Christmas day I was unable to stay with family for xmas day and had to return back to Christchurch right
after grandad's funeral knowing of the risk to critically endangered tārapuka nests and experiencing a lack
of response for various reasons. When I returned drainage was delayed and nests were already becoming
compromised with some tārapuka abandoning eggs and some of the chicks being compromised, displaced
from their parents and subjected to cold wet conditions. A letter was written and given to the bishop of
the catholic church on Christmas Eve. The next day the director of development herself had put in a small
generator to get the temperamental and cost effective solar powered pump to drain the basement. This
reduced the amount of harm that had already begun. Overall many of both of the gulls species nests and
chicks were subject to purposeful neglect due to mismanagement and excuses of funding issues. Although
responsibility of the property belongs to the property owner, DoC has the responsibility to ensure that we
have adequate planning to cement having the least amount of harm as possible. With DoC having a
prioritisation list and inadequate funding it comes back to decision making with management / planning.
This is an example of how neglect of conservation efforts can be falsely justified due to decisions /
management / planning.
In conclusion, the presumptions made by doc were that they would not be taking action to get the site
drained and stop nests from being compromised as they had already notified the developer and the
colony had done well. A false analogy was also made by DoC stating that in their natural environment
tārapuka nesting sites on braided rivers were a victim to flooding, that they had done what they could and
will not be taking action with property owner. Conservation decision making was partly left in the hands of
a non-conservation entity, the private property developer.
This was a misleading hypothetical theory as this site was not in a natural habitat but rather a controlled
environment and had 2 drain pumps on this property so the ability to increase the gull population was left
to funding and management decision. Along with the many gull deaths doc had claimed that high fatalities
were normal in gull colonies. Doc staffer had only discovered 4 dead corpses when monitoring the colony
the second nesting season. Having documenting many deaths I was able to photograph at least 16 dead
fledglings on one of the days fatalities were documented.
https://www.stuff.co.nz/environment/123888982/christchurchs-innercity-gull-colony-in-good-health
I have photographed and documented much of what is mentioned but am not here to blame but to
progress with future planning.
Over all I have much respect for DoC and all of the work they were able to accomplish along with the many
other jobs they have to juggle. It is not easy for doc and they have so much on their list to get through in
order to protect out native flora and fauna. Local doc staff have gone out of their way to help with many of
the issues that surrounded this colony and could only do what they were able even though some of what I
dissagree with is to do with management desicions. I am fully aware that they did more than they are
usually able due to my persistence and dedication of inquiring what could be done when possible. As
mentioned, this comes back to management /prioritisation of efforts and funding. CCC has also gone out
of their way in many situations and I feel obliged show recognition and appreciation but also to suggest
areas of improvement without sounding inconsiderate.
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Evey base that can be covered will assist recovery of our native species that are in decline. Many of the
civil issues we face are fixable. Having picked up a number of Tārapuka and also Tārapunga that had been
hit by vehicles around roadways and even cycleways has shown that vehicle strikes are quite common yet
many natural habitats where at-risk species and other native wildlife are killed or injured by vehicle strikes
do not have protection measures to reduce the fatality rate. New Zealand's endemic tārapuka (Critically
endangered)and tārapunga (Nationally Vulnerable) face many contributing factors to their population
decline. One small attribution to decline rates include roadways that have been built right next to rivers
where the tārapuka, tārapunga and many other native species are present. Cities that were built on
swamps, Developments built on marinas and coastlines.
The reality is NZ is known as a biodiversity hotspot. We are classed as the worlds 2nd country on this planet
that has the greatest number of species which are in decline and up for extinction. The intent for
Government to increase infrastructure for areas such as conservation is apart of current planning. With
recent proposals for regenerative work in the red zone, Christchurch has set upon efforts towards
conservation and have the potential to be a major participant. Currently there is very little protection for
many of our species that are classed as protected under NZ's wildlife act.
"Embarrassingly (and perhaps conveniently) for Aotearoa New Zealand, our Department of
Conservation in their recent sixth report to the United Nations Convention on Biological Diversity could
not say for sure whether our biodiversity was declining or not. This is because one-quarter of the
nearly 4000 species currently classified as threatened or at-risk have only been assessed once,
so there is no way to know whether their conservation status has changed. Of the remaining roughly
3000 threatened or at-risk species, 10% had worsened to a more threatened ranking, while only
3% had improved their threat ranking.
The legislation intended to protect biodiversity in Aotearoa New Zealand is largely ineffectual.
While the Wildlife Act (1953) purportedly gives absolute protection to all wildlife, it is not
enforced in any meaningful way, and therefore has had no impact on
biodiversity conservation. The Native Plants Protection Act (1934) stipulates that native plants have
protection on conservation land but makes no mention of protection outside conservation land
and in any case is not enforced. Crucially for our native fish they are not covered by the
Wildlife Act so have virtually no protection either." Dr Mike Joy, Senior Researcher, Institute for Governance and Policy
Studies, Victoria University of Wellington

https://www.sdg.org.nz/2019/04/15/biodiversity-crisis-in-aotearoa-new-zealand/
With a bit of perseverance from the Christchurch city council to act on precautionary measures, the
leadership and reputation will be recognised . Taking safety steps will be promoting Ōtautahi and the
values of kaitiakitangata (guardianship and protection) for the safety of our community.
The wildlife is an attraction to our city parks, natural habitats such as rivers, wetlands and coastlines. Not
looking after the health of these attractions is neglegent.
Enforcement may not always be practicable when recourses are limited, rather than wait for more
education and enforcement, small steps can be made to take on a new role towards conservation.
Focusing on the source of all issues and reducing harm is a practicable option. It may not stop certain acts
of carelessness but it will reduce the number of incidents from occurring.
Given our current state of ecological issues it is only logical to create new areas for people to enjoy natural
environments with the aim at making canterbury a clean green provence. In return biodiversity
enhancement will flourish. This will embellish the prospect of turning Christchurch into a more ambitious
project of being the first city in New Zealand to become a national park. Protection measures will not only
educate by setting a good example but benefit the promise of endearing acts towards climate change and
the challenges we face.

Conclusive facts show that previous attempts at creating manmade island for nesting sites has had some
success but have also had the unexpected anomalies. Interference caused a colony of Tārapuka adults and
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fledglings to abandon man-made islands in the Charlesworth wetland reserve. A large number of the gulls
were run over by vehicles on a road nearby. Although it was suspected to have been a dog that had
frightened the gulls , the location where the tārapuka had nested was at risk of interference by vehicle
strikes due to indirect human carelessness. Wildlife that are in direct way of traffic not only become a
fatality but also become a safety hazard if a motorist decides to swerve or break rapidly.
Every 2 tārapuka and tārapunga that can be saved has the potential to create on average 1-2 more
offspring and in very rear occasions 4 offspring. If only 1 offspring is successfully reared this is when the
percentage has a risk of being 0% success rate. That juvenile alone then has to overcome many other
barriers such as scavenging on human food waste of non-nutritional processed foods , contaminated
water (Stagnant water , algae blooms in water ways and at sea, Chemical waste ) , having rubbish caught
on limbs such as fishing line, string which and even more commonly human hair which in most situations
causes or amputation of limbs or death from infection , being predated on by black back gulls, bird
diseases / botulism outbreaks such as many of the wetland and marine birds succumb to at Bromley
sewage treatment ponds in March 2022 and other previous years.
All these contributing factors accumilate to the reason why 2 of nzs gull species are currently having
unprecedented decline rates.
(Tārapuka predicted decline rate of %70 over the next 3 decades)
(Tārapunga has a decline rate that is greater than the Kiwi.)
https://www.newshub.co.nz/home/new-zealand/2018/01/300-ducks-dead-following-avian-botulismoutbreak-in-christchurch.html
https://www.rnz.co.nz/news/national/465357/birds-killed-by-avian-botulism-spread-through-hot-aucklandsummer
https://www.newshub.co.nz/home/new-zealand/2022/04/council-workers-pick-up-hundreds-of-dead-birdsafter-one-of-the-worst-avian-botulism-seasons.html
If we act now to create save havens in areas that we share with native species, the education values will
become apparent to the public and to visitors . Reducing aggressive driving habits by adding reduced
speed zones within the green spine will not only help with the reduction of emissions and create a scenic
route but will also reduce fatalities of our native species at risk. If these routes have reduced speed limits
implemented, then it will then become apart of the Green spine initiative and support the initiatives of
biodiversity enhancement.
International findings on climate change tell us that we do not have the luxury of time. The longer we take
to make active efforts in biodiversity enhancement the harder it will become for our efforts to have an
effect.
This area of road within a very small section of the Ōtautahi green spine has already been included within
the area that the Green spine group plan to create human involvement with natural habitats and having a
connection with our environment.
Feasibility studies have already concluded the costs in retaining our clean green image. The input of
protecting and enhancing our local native biota will only benefit local economy as travellers will recognise
appreciate and respect the strong connections made with people of the land and the significance of "pure
NZ" will have solid a meaningful foundation.
New Zealand's native wildlife is already under huge pressure, this will only accelerate with the oncoming
issues of climate change. South Island wildlife hospital and other independent trusts and wildlife
rehabilitators have already been dealing with the brunt of the storm. With the recent unfortunate loss of
Oxford bird rescue, South Island Wildlife Hospital and other bird rehabilitators will be having to take on
work that is involved with rescuing and rehabilitating nzs native raptors such as the Swamp Harrier (Kahu),
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falcon ( Kārearea), Morepork (ruru) and other vagrant raptor species that are said to migrate southward as
climate change continues heat up the earth changing the environment.
This small step of consideration is a beginning of the many steps we need to the road that that lays ahead.
Turning Avonside drive into a safer area will only benefit the health of the green spine initiative.

Requested options
I would like to suggest not to put in temporary speed bumps as that would only to be an added expense. I
request to put in speed reductions asap and in time put in speed bumps when funding becomes available.
Considerations to wildlife signs put in along road side. At this stage I will let assessments proceed as others
contributing factors to effectiveness also need to be considered. Wildlife Signs could be put in before
speed bumps if funding and for permanent speed bumps were to take a long time to happen.
suggest to begin by planning and allocating funding to make Avonside drive a scenic route for people who
will no longer be able to use this road to drive dangerously .
To mitigate planning and ensure our community and environment is safe from harm.
1.Reduced speed limits.
2.Riparain strip.

Avon river Regeneration Plan
Area for road saftey measures.
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1. Road speed limit safety.
2. Speed reduction of 20kph with implemented speed barriers such as speed bumps.
3. The possibly of having short sections of 10k/h, 20k/h, 30k/h and 40 kph depending on advice from
assessments made by CCC
4.
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2. Riparian strip along Avon river.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Protection barriers for safe zone, planting more native trees and plants to reduce the amount of people who park next to
the river from feeding human processed foods to wildlife.
Natural planting to create safe areas for wildlife, eg coverage for native bird species to hide from black back gulls which
predate on many native river bird chicks.
Yellow lines and or fencing posts would prevent wildlife being hit by vehicles as majority of people feel inclined in
parking where it is legal.
Some Motorists have a tendency to try and avoid hitting wildlife and will stop or slowdown , some motorists have been
seen intentionally swerving their vehicle on the wrong side of the road to deliberately try and run over the wildlife.
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Preventing vehicles from parking alongside river as rubbish is constantly thrown out of parked vehicles in areas shown for
suggested area for safety measures.

3.
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Examples of safety measures to consider from other parks and road ways around
Christchurch.
eg 1 ./ of saftey measures between road and river .Boundary fence, plants and tree growth. Yellow lines.
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eg 2. horseshoe lake, Tārapuka and Tārapunga resting safe on grass with posts along road side to prevent
interference from vehicle's. Car parking area to give safer areas for cars to park and appreciate the wild life
and park environment.
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Other supporting images
Please note that I have many other images of separate insolents resulting in fatalities. Not all incadence
are noticed by myself as I only pass through the area when these incadents have been noticed.
3 Tārapuka that were hit by a vechile, 2 adults which had broken wings , 1 of the adults with a broken wing
was counting up blood and died not long after rescued. One was unable to be rescued and the other adult
with a wing fracture also died with in minutes after it was rescued .
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Tārapuka and tārapunga being feed by motorist on Avonside drive roadway.
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Sunday, 22 May 2022 1:12 pm
CCC Plan
Submission for road safety and riparian strip on Avonside drive #2
Wildlife fatalaties christchurch. .docx

Here are just some of the fatalities found around the Avon river over the last 1-2 years.
Some were found in car parks ,
30km speed zones and also along Avonside drive.
The native pūtakitaki / (paradise duck) drake was found on the side of the river, the corpse was taken to
an native bird rehabilitator who had concluded the wounds would have been from a car strike. The nesting
season prior had a whole family of pūtakitaki killed by vehicles strikes apart from 2 offspring which had not
yet fledged. The 2 orphans were rescued by a group.
Wildlife are seen on the road way of avonside drive with a vehicles having to stop to avoid hitting the
animals or swerving on the other side of the road .
A canadian goose was seen with a wing injury , it died not long after where it lay not far from the images
of where the car is having to stop to avoid hitting the wildlife.

